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[Boox I.

"A

says that some of the tribe of al [i. e. Asd orr
hAad] sy J It [app. 314 , without any variation,] in calling to a man and to two men and to
a pl. number of men and to a female: (TA in art.
>U:) accord. to AV, one says
Q and *j i;
C,
he who says ji I1 saying thus [when he pauses
after it and] when he goes on, making the noun
marfoo% without tenween; whereas he who says
elj 1t says thus when he is silent after it, retaining the &[which is termed thee of pausation],
but when he goes on he rejects the a and makes
the noun to be mangoob, saying [for ex.] ,ji J Q
[O such a one, say]. (T and TA in art. ^C.)
[See also
r (in art. d
), last sentence.]

t : or [i. e. the former accord. to the 1], but a trad., the latter is said to signify a 4
[or poapp. each accord. to the text of the M as given tion convolved, or /lomerated, or formed into a
in the TT,] such as is rained upon but does not baUl] of hair, or, as Z says, app. of [th slk
produce plants or herbage: (AO, M, ]:) or nmch
called] ~.:
the pl. [of either] is 'i.
(TA.)
as the rain has failed to fall upon during several
Hence,
(O,) Vi"tl signifies also The mane of
years: or such as is not rained upon between two
lands that have been rained upon: (M, ¢:) or, the lion. (0, TA.) In the saying of Si'ideh
accord. to AO, this is termed iL;
j having Ibn-Ju-eiyeb,
.,
*{
IU the second of the meanings expl. in this sentence:
(M:) or upon wvhich rain has not fallen: (TA:)
[in this sense, in the TT, as from the T, written
-0W- B 9-n ,
0
JU [for t).]: and so in the same, as from the T 1
[And he was left remaining, and a hyena having
and M, in the sense here following:] or in vwhich
stripes
upon its arms, (thus aj;,J as used in this
is nothing; (T, M,* ,.;*) so says IA§r; whence,
verse is expl. in the TA in art. t>, q. v.,) a
he adds, 1J.il; but [Az says] I do not think
~ A break, or notch, in the edge, (ISk, T, ., that it is taken thence: (T:) the pi. is like the young mother, (.
being an instance of .",3
M, O, M9 b, I,) of a sword, (ISk, T, S, O, Myb, sing., [or rather the word used as a sing. is likeused by poetic license, for
a dim. ofAJ,)
ai,
],,) [or the like,] or of anything; (M;) and so wise used as a pl.,] and S1i, (M,
1J,) this pl. and therefore unusually fierce, aving a mane, or
t itf [i. e. a ingle break, or notch, in the edge,] of form being sometimes used: (M:) or the pl. of having convolvetl, or glomerated, hair, came to
a sword: (TA:) pl. of the former j.U, (ISk, tJMI1 is jil;
and one says also ,;r1 e;l. him at night, or in the beginning of the night],
the last word is expl. by Suh, in the R, as meanT, S, M, O, Msb, iC,) of which an ex. occurs in (T.)j
And A sort of cloth made of tae hard
ing the .is [so in my original, an obvious misa verse cited voce ,~: (O, TA:) it has been fibres offlax. (TA.)
transcription for J.,., with damm]; but by Skr
said that M' is an inf. n.; but it is more corJU a term for ,LI
a.
'x._I
[Double jamn.ine], as meaning oy j.Z. (TA.) - And J;Li
rectly said to be pl. of ,J. (M.) - And A
hich
is [renderedso] cither [an expres signifies also [The membranousira
that grow
portion that has fallen off from a thing, like the
sion meaning, as used in the present day, by at the base of the branches of thepalm-tree, called]
filings of gold and of silver, and the sparks of
graftitg], or by slitting the stem thereof and in.
-ieM: (M, 1:) so in the dial. of Hudheyl: (TA:)
.fire: (M, !, TA:) pl.
(M, TA.) - And serting into it the
[additional] jasmine [app. and t J3Ii signifies the same.
(g.)
A company (M, ]}, TA) of men; (TA;) as also meaning by budding]: it is a flower
of pure
t -.: (M, ]C, TA:) pl. of the former 31i. rwhitene~s; and the rubbing oneself n'ith its leaves
'a,i: see the next preceding paragraph, in two
(TA.) ~ And it is [an epithet] applied to a perfumes the body: (TA:) [this name, or, more places.
number of men, (., M, O, K, [in the CIl in this commonly, tU, is now applied to the Arabian
.U : see JU, in the former half.
case, erroneously, J,]) and to a single man, (S, jasmine (jasminum sambac), or, as Forskal says
0,) signifying Defeated; (., M, O, g;) and (Flora Aegypt. Arab. p. cii.), nyctantles sambac,
(T, 6, TA,) like
, (TA,) or
mentioned by him among the plants cultivated in (O,-) [in the TT, as from the T, and in the
t i
O.
also signifies thus, applied to a Ls [i.e.
El-Yemen.] - [Freytag, misled by the CI[, has written without the sign of teshdeed to the J (app.
a military force, or troop, &c.]; (AA, T, O, J;)
assigned to this word a meaning 'belonging to because it is sufficiently indicated by the heading
like
: (AA, T, 0:) one says J
-; and
of the art. and'by the pl. of this word), and in
3i.]
.e,J, and sometimes [when speaking of a
the C., erroneously, 4,] Land upon vwhich the
wJ Land in which is no herbage; (1i;) or land rain [tthat
number of men] they said
should have been that] of its year has
and J.;
($,
O ;) accord. to the copies of the ], the pl. is not rained upon, and in nhich is no herbage. (e, not fallen until thefaUing of the rain of the neat
i t;1 year upon it: pl. JS.': (ISh, T, O, g:) [and
i3 and JZil; but correctly the latter is
, O.) See also JU, in three places. _
.1J11,
with
kesr,
means
[Ile
went
forth
early
in Az says,] I have heard them call thus (i. e. by
like X j, as in the M; (TA;) [i.e.] the pl. is
and Ji.: and [of J used in a pl. sense the morning] detoid of food. (O.) - And J. the sing.) land in which is nothing; like JJ as
it is said that] it must be either a quasi.pl. n. or .,.J! 'a occurs in a verse, (S, O,) in the poetry expl. by IAr. (T.)
[originally] an inf. n.: if the former, the sing. of Abd-Allah Ibn-Raw.hali and in that of
j.iU, (S, M,O, Mgb, ]g,) also pronounced
H[assle,
($, 0,) meaning Detvoid of good. (S,
shlould by rule be Ju, the case being like l,
'M*~,
(i,) but the vulgar pronounce it [thus]
and
[of which the former is a sing. and the TA.) [See J&.] - And Such 1,as has become with kesr, (0,) and the pronouncing it with kesr
(,
aI
See also JU.
is said to be not allowable, (Mqb,) a word of
latter is a quui.pl. n.,] and JU is of the measure thin, of hair. (I .)
,ij
in the sense of the measure Jy_u:
Pers. origin, (M,) arabicized, from .,
and
with
j.U: seoe , first sentence.
kesr,
(0,)
[or
e
';
i..
Pepper;]
a
sort
of
J.U is not necessarily pl. of Ji, but is rather pl.
.Si, in a sword [or the like], The state of
berry, (,
, 0,
O ,) brought from India, (0,
of JU; for the pl. of the quasi-pl. n. is extr., having breaks, or notches, in the edge. (S, 0.)
g,') weU known, (S, M, 0,) not growing in thA
like the pl. of the pl: (M, TA :*) and as to J;,
j.U: see J.i. - Applied to the tusk, or land of the Arabs, but
oft mentioned in their
it is necemarily pl. of jL, for W#'is not of the canine tooth, ef a camel, Broken (S, M, O, 1) language: Agn was informed by one who had
forms that have JW as the measure of a pl.: in the edge. (S, 0.) _ See also J, first quarter. seen it that its tre is jut lie theLpomeranate;
(M, TA;) but Dawood the 1akeem adds that it
(M, TA:) if it [i. e. JU] be [originally] an inf. n., l- Also, and t £4, a quantity of haircollected
is taller; (TA;) bewe the pair of leaw thereof
, 0,, :) the two words are either
[this accounts for its being applied alike to a Itogether: (,
are two fruit-stalks, rfjarly diposed,eac frit.
number of men and to a single man, which is not of the clas of J, and £i;; [which are exactly stalk of the legth of thefinger;
and it isgr
mentioned in the M, or] it is like
. in the sense syn., each with the other,] or are an instance of and is then pluched, and spread in the shade, and
the pl. [or rather coll. gen. n.] that does not differ becomes blacL and shrivelled; and it [the trwt]
of
in the phrase ;1 .; (M.)
Also from its sing. [or n. un.] except in [its not having] has thorns,
lihe tho~ of the pomegranate: Ahen
Land affected ith drout or barrnes;as also the [affix] i: (M:) in one instance, occurring in it [i. e. thefruit] isfresh and moist, it is prm d
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